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CALENDAR DESCRIPTION: Western philosophy has exercised a profound influence on world history, especially its
intellectual history. This course will introduce you to the central philosophical thinkers and ideas from the early Modern period. The 
course will be worthwhile for anyone with an interest in Western intellectual heritage. 
 
RATIONALE: This course ought will satisfy a wide range of educational needs in the UCFV Philosophy program. Four of the most
significant are: 1) The history of philosophy is an integral component of a sound liberal education. Philosophy has exercised a
profound influence on the course of world history, especially on our intellectual development. Understanding current academic
debates often presupposes understanding their philosophical roots. 2) Students in other disciplines at UCFV often have occasion to
examine philosophical ideas and thinkers. Courses in the history of philosophy would complement and supplement a student's study
of History, English Literature, Psychology, Political Science, Art History, Sociology and Anthropology, Communication and the
sciences. Courses in the history of philosophy would provide the student with some understanding of the development of their chosen
disciplines, as well as with an understanding of the principal philosophical strengths and weaknesses of significant theories and
movements. 3) Introductory level history of philosophy courses will supplement current UCFV offerings in philosophy by placing the
great thinkers in their historical and social contexts. Current philosophy offerings at UCFV, while including discussion of seminal
figures in the history of philosophy, focus on contemporary philosophical debates and the acquisition of skills of philosophical
analysis. Consequently, a student can take all current UCFV philosophy offerings and yet not be familiar with the historical relations
amongst the great thinkers and movements. A full preparation for higher level study of philosophy requires a broad familiarity with
the general course of philosophical history. 4) History of philosophy courses will be requirements of any proposed Philosophy minor,
extended minor, or major program at UCFV. Moreover, this course will be a requirement for a Humanities minor.

COURSE PREREQUISITES: 15 credits of university-level course work

COURSE CO-REQUISITES: None

HOURS PER TERM Lecture   15 hrs Student Directed
FOR EACH Laboratory hrs Learning hrs
STUDENT Seminar   30 hrs Other - specify:

Field Experience     hrs                                   hrs
                                        TOTAL     45 HRS
MAXIMUM ENROLMENT:      27          

Is transfer credit requested?      :   Yes      9    No

AUTHORIZATION SIGNATURES:

Course Designer(s):             Jeffrey Morgan                                   Chairperson:             D. Gibson                                                
                                                                                                                                                          Curriculum Committee

Department Head:               Paul Herman                                      Dean:                        J.D. Tunstall                                             

PAC:  Approval in Principle                                                          PAC: Final Approval:             February 25, 1997                      
                                                                      (Date)                                                                               (Date)
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SYNONYMOUS COURSES:

(a)  replaces         PHIL 151                  
                             (course #)

(b)  cannot take             N/A                  for further credit
                                  (course #)

SUPPLIES/MATERIALS:   

Typically, the course will require only a standard UCFV academic classroom, (with overhead projector and access to
videotape playback equipment). (Some sections may be offered through CMC media.)

TEXTBOOKS, REFERENCES, MATERIALS   (List reading resources elsewhere)

Readings will vary from section to section, but will include classical sources as well as contemporary commentaries
and criticisms of historical thinkers.

Possible texts are: Jones, William Thomas (1969). A History of Western Philosophy. 2  edition. New York:nd

Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.

Vol 3: Hobbes to Hume
Vol 4: Kant and the Nineteenth Century
Vol 5: The Twentieth Century to Wittgenstein and Sartre

Kenny, Anthony (ed)(1994). The Oxford Illustrated History of Western Philosophy. Oxford:
Oxford University Press.

Scruton, Roger (1984). A Short History of Modern Philosophy. London: Routledge.

Baird, Forrest and Walter Kaufmann (eds.) (1997). Modern Philosophy. (2  ed.). Upper Saddlend

River, NJ: Prentice Hall.

OBJECTIVES:  

1. To acquaint students with the central thinkers and movements in Western philosophy from the early Modern
period.

2. To acquaint students with the principal strengths and weaknesses of the central philosophical theories in the above
period.

3. To help students acquire understanding of the historical context of significant philosophical movements, including
understanding their intellectual and social roots.

4. To develop students' abilities to read classical philosophical texts.
5. To increase students' understanding of how Western philosophical thought is related to non-Western intellectual

traditions.
6. To develop the abilities of students to respond critically to a wide variety of philosophical theories.
7. To enable students to integrate philosophical theories and ideas into the structure of their own lives.
8. To enable students to understand their personal commitments, beliefs and values in their social and historical

contexts.
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METHODS:  

Teaching methods will vary from section to section, but one approach would be for the instructor to present the thought
of major philosophical thinkers through a variety of media, including readings, lectures, student-led discussions,
criticism, and films. Another method would be to use co-operative education methods. Internet discussion groups may
be used to facilitate ongoing discussion of the course content. It is possible that future offerings may employ CMC
methods more fully.

STUDENT EVALUATION PROCEDURE:

The evaluation procedure will vary from section to section, but will always include a variety of performances,
including formal essays and projects, tests, journals, classroom participation and in-class work. A typical scheme
would assign 30% to tests, 50% to essays and formal written assignments, 20% to classroom participation and in-class
work.

COURSE CONTENT

Course content will vary from section to section, but will include examination of the thought of interesting or influential thinkers
and movements in the Western philosophical tradition.

A typical course will include discussion of thinkers such as Hobbes, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Locke, Berkeley, Hume and
Kant. 


